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Abstract

This report the summary investigation of the Facebook network data. A brief1

analysis is performed on Facebook network data by Leskovec. This report2

summarizes the core findings of the data using a variety of Exploratory Data3

Analysis techniques on networking mappings and visualizations.4

1 Organization of the Work5

This report is organized as the follows. The Section 2 Introduction ?? and Section 3 ??6

summarizes the work from ?. The Section 2 ?? covers the background of the network mapping7

data used by internet and online media companies such as Facebook, Google+, and Twitter8

while the Section 3 ?? covers the mathematical model proposed by ?. Section 3 ?? covers a9

variety of different research based off the Facebook network mapping dataset. The Section 510

Application ?? walks through the network analysis using Python.11

2 Introduction12

The internet and social media provides overwhelming streams of posts and online listings that13

are generated by many connections of one individual. Based on this nature, it is absolutely14

essential to create methodologies and techniques to organize social media network data. One of15

the main mechanisms for users of social networking sites is to organize their networks and the16

content generated by them, which are formed by a network of architecture called social circles17

?. All major social networks provide similar functionality. For example, ’circles’ on Google+18

and ’lists’ or ’posts’ on Facebok and Twitter feeds. Once a user creates her circles, they can be19

used for content filtering, for privacy, and for sharing groups of users that others may desire to20

know ?.21

The current approach to organize these circles is either done manually or in a naive fashion by22

identifying friends sharing common attributes which are adopted in large corporations such23

as Facebook, Google+, and Twitter ?. The manually input approach is extremely costly and24

often times result in errors while the latter could fail to capture the individual aspects of users25

communities which may fail to capture the true nature of an individual’s network circles. The26

paper investigates the problem of automatically discovering users’ social circles ?. For example,27

given a single user with their personal social network, the goal is to identify her circles, each of28

which is a subset of her friends. Circles are user-specific as each user organizes her personal29

network of formulate the problem of circle detection as a clustering problem on their ego-30

network ?. The model of the network of a single user u is presented in Figure ??. An user u has31

friends vi. The notation u is for each user while the nodes vi are referred to as alters (the node’s32



Figure 1: Ego-network. This network is taken from Figure 1 of ?. It shows typical behavior
that we observe in the Facebook network data. Approximately 25% of the ground-truth circles
are contained completely within another circle, 50% overlap with another circle, and 25% of
the circles have no members in common with any other circle. The goal is to discover these
circles given only the network between the ego’s connections or friends.

connections). The task is to identify the circles to which each alter vi belongs, which is shown33

in Figure ??. Another way to describe the goal is to search for the nested as well as overlapping34

communities/clusters in u’s ego-network. The problem is that different circles overlap heavily35

(????) and many circles are hierarchically nested in larger ones (can be seen in Figure ??).36

Next, another important premise is to assume that each circle is not only densely connected37

but its members also share common properties and traits (??). Thus, the different dimensions38

of a model of user profiles need to explicitly modeled along which the circles emerge. An39

unsupervised method is proposed to learn which dimensions of profile similarity lead to densely40

linked circles ?. The model has two innovations: First, in contrast to mixed-membership models41

? which predicts the hard assignment of a node to multiple circles and is shown to have good42

performance ?. Second, the dimensions of similarity along which links emerge can be learned43

by using a parameterized definition of profile similarity, which is proposed by their work ?.44

3 A Generative Model for Friendships in Social Circles45

This report uses this section to summarize the modeling component from the work by ?. Denote46

an ego-network G = (V,E) along with ‘profiles’ for each user v ∈ V . The ‘center’ node u47

of the ego-network (the ‘ego’) is not included in G, but rather G consists only of u’s friends48

(the ‘alters’). The goal is to predict a set of circles C = {C1, ..., CK}, Ck ⊂ V , and associated49

parameter vectors θk that encode how each circle emerged. The ‘user profiles’ can be encoded50

into pairwise features ϕ(x, y). It is assumed that there are some way that the users x and y share51

similar properties ?. Given an ego-network G and a set of K circles C = {C1, ..., CK}, the52

probability that a pair of nodes (x, y) ∈ V × V form an edge is53

p((x, y) ∈ E) ∝ exp

{ ∑
{x,y}⊆Ck

⟨ϕ(x, y), θk⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸
circles containing both nodes

−
∑

{x,y}̸⊆Ck

αk⟨ϕ(x, y), θk⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸
all other circles

}
. (1)

For each circle Ck, θ is the profile similarity parameter that the model will learn. The value54

of < ϕ(x, y), θk > is high if both nodes belong to Ck, and low if either of them do not αk55

trades-off these two effects). Since the feature vector ϕ(x, y) encodes the similarity between56

the profiles of two users x and y, the parameter vector θk encodes what dimensions of profile57

similarity caused the circle to form, so that nodes within a circle Ck should ‘look similar’58

according to θk.59
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Assuming that the edges e = (x, y) are generated independently, we write the probability of G60

as61

PΘ(G; C) =
∏
e∈E

p(e ∈ E)×
∏

Ck∈C
p(e ̸∈ E), (2)

where Θ = {(θk, αk)}k=1,...,K is the set of model parameters. With the shorthand notation62

dk(e) = δ(e ∈ Ck)− αkδ(e ̸∈ Ck),Φ(e) =
∑

Ck∈C dk(e) < ϕ(e), θk > the log-likelihood of63

G is64

lΘ(G; C) =
∑
e∈E

Φ(e)−
∑

e∈V×V

log
(
1 + eΦ(e)

)
(3)

The next step is to optimize node circle memberships C and the parameters of the user profile65

similarity functions Θ = {(θk, αk)} where k = 1, 2, ...,K. The optimization problem here is66

to find Θ̂ = {θ̂, α̂} such that the regularized log-likelihood is maximized,67

Θ̂, Ĉ = argmax
Θ,C

lΘ(G; C)− λΩ(θ) (4)

of which the global optimal point can be found using gradient descent. The partial derivatives:68
∂l
∂θk

and ∂l
∂αk

can be derived following page 4 of the work in ? and these partial derivatives are69

with respect to θk and with respect to αk which provides path to gradient descent.70

3.1 Hyperparameter Tuning71

According to ?, the hyperparameter tuning can be done using Bayesian Information Criterion72

(BIC),73

argmin
K

BIC(K; ΘK ≈ −2lΘK (G; C) + |ΘK | log |E|. (5)

The usage of BIC is proposed by ???74

4 What Research is Based Off this Data?75

The COVID-19 pandemic has been a major public health concern since the early spring of 2020.76

Governmental and public agencies collect information on PCR tests through public laboratory.77

The work by ? introduces a new method for extracting general public health information from78

millions of health related tweets. The tweets feeds and posts form a network mapping data,79

which shares common characteristics with the Facebook network mapping data by ?. A key80

finding from the data collection process of the work by ? is the following. There were over 281

billion tweets collected from May 2009 to October 2010 and the first step was to identify which82

of these messages contain health information. To implement this step, a key-word filter was83

created to include the words such as illnesses/diseases, symptoms, and treatments. This work by84

? focused on Twitter feeds and the work. Similar work can be found using Google Flu Trends1,85

which can be sourced to build features or predictors for influenza activity. This can be a great86

resources for prevention of this COVID-19 pandemic development.87

In the work by ?, they demonstrate the feasibility of combining various Internet-based data88

sources using machine learning techniques to monitor and forecast influenza activity in the89

Boston metropolitan area. Their methods were used to produce out-of-sample influenza es-90

timates from 2012 to 2016 as well as out-of-sample validation on previously unseen official91

influenza activity data from the 2016-2017 season. In addition, more studies can be found using92

social network data to model and forecast of influenza seasons. From the work by ?, strategies93

have been proposed to include different data sources combined with ILI surveillance network94

data or big data, particularly web-data: using over 3.2 billion Web users to create a huge social95

1Google Flu Trends (GFT) is now dedicated to COVID-19 news and online traffic. See here.
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network mappings including sites viewed, shopping purchases, and sales or rentals and so on.96

They showed that internet users’ searches are strongly correlated with influenza epidemics ??.97

However, for the influenza season 2012-2013, Google Flu Trends clearly overestimated the98

flu epidemic due to the announcement of a pandemic that increased the internet users’ search99

frequency, whereas the pandemic finally did not appear. This is the downfall of using online100

social media despite of its many successes. To tackle this problem, a deeper analysis on the101

social network mapping data is carried out by ? by investigating the clinical data warehouses102

(CDWs) for hospital big data (HBD) exploitation and the authors aim to determine whether HBD103

gives similar, better, or lower results than internet data by using statistical models (machine104

learning and regression). To achieve this goal, they estimate influenza incidence rates at the105

national and regional scales by using HBD or internet data with models such as random forests106

(RF) and SVM.107

On an international level, the work by ? has recently been contributing to the literature by108

using surveillance data of influenza-like illness visits to predict the timing and magnitudes109

of the seasonal peaks of the influenza incidences in Taiwan. Their work introduced linear110

network mapping data which can be used to construct time-series features, of which models111

such as ARMA and ARIMA are served as candidates to make regression analysis on influenza112

forecasting. More evidence has surfaced in an early 2015 paper ? about a machine learning113

-based methodology to provide real-time and forecast estimates of influenza activity in the114

United States by leveraging Google searches, Twitter microblogs, and nearly real-time hospital115

visit records. Their work show ensemble approach produces better results than the baseline auto-116

regressive model, which shows quantitatively the value of using social media and crowd-sourced117

data in improving influenza predictions in future ILI predictions. Their models show that the118

average error (RMSE) of the ensemble predictions nearly halves the errors of the autoregressive119

predictions.120

Cloud-based electronic health can be of great benefit if the network mapping data is thoroughly121

understood. The work by ? pointed out that the Internet has enabled near-real time access to122

multiple sources of medically relevant information, from cloud-based electronic health records123

to environmental conditions, social media activity, and human mobility patterns. these data124

streams, combined with an increase in computational power and our ability to process and125

analyze them, promise to revolutionize the identification and delivery of community-level126

interventions in the presence of health threats. Their work showed results suggesting that127

dynamic learning ensembles incorporating real-time Internet-based network data sources can128

surpass any individual methods in inferring influenza activity.129

In recent years, more and more researchers have focused on using precise online monitoring,130

early detection and influenza epidemic outbreaks forecasting. Thus, influenza epidemic out-131

breaks forecasting has become the most active research direction. The information from website132

search or social network applications, such as Twitter and Goggle correlate, provides sufficient133

data support for this research area ?????.134

In the work by ?, the results show significant importance to consider the map of protein-protein135

interactions in order to be able to model characteristics of drugs with common side effects.136

This is where the authors proposed Decagon ?, which develops a new graph auto-encoder137

approach. While the previous pipeline employ a two-stage process the crucial distinguishing138

characteristic of Decagon is the multi-relationship link prediction ability allowing us to capture139

the interdependence of different edge types (which are the side effect).140
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Figure 2: Features Creation. The features created are tree-based. The figure is taken from
Figure 2 of the work ?.

5 Application of Facebook Network Dataset141

5.1 Dataset Description142

The Facebook network data gave profile and network data from 10 ego-networks, consisting of143

193 circles and 4,039 users. The work from ? developed application and conducted a survey of144

ten users, who were asked to manually identify all the circles to which their friends belonged.145

On average, users identified 19 circles in their ego-networks, with an average circle size of 22146

friends. The profiles are tree-based and features can be constructed by comparing paths in those147

trees.148

The work ? introduced a dataset of 1,143 ego-networks from Facebook, Google+, and Twitter of149

which the hand-labeled ground-truth can be obtained from 5,636 different circles. In this report,150

Colab is proposed as the main IDE for programming purpose. Colab is a free Jupyter notebook151

environment that runs entirely in the cloud. Most importantly, it does not require a setup and the152

notebooks that you create can be simultaneously edited by your team members - just the way153

you edit documents in Google Docs. Colab supports many popular machine learning libraries154

which can be easily loaded in your notebook.155

The report recommends to use the following code in Colab to set the correct environment. The156

dataset can be obtained from the website Stanford Facebook Network Data.157

158
import os159

if not os.path.exists(’complex-colab’):160

!git clone https://github.com/pearcej/complex-colab.git161

162

if not os.path.exists(’utils.py’):163

!wget https://raw.githubusercontent.com/AllenDowney/164

↪→ ThinkComplexity2/master/notebooks/utils.py165

166

%matplotlib inline167

168

import sys169

IN_COLAB = ’google.colab’ in sys.modules170
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171

if IN_COLAB:172

!pip install empiricaldist173

174

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt175

import networkx as nx176

import numpy as np177

import seaborn as sns178

179

from utils import decorate180

181

# I set the random seed so the notebook182

# produces the same results every time.183

np.random.seed(17)184

185

# TODO: remove this when NetworkX is fixed186

from warnings import simplefilter187

import matplotlib.cbook188

simplefilter("ignore", matplotlib.cbook.mplDeprecation)189190

Next, the following function is designed to read a file with one edge per line which is specified191

by the IDs of two integer nodes.192

193
def read_graph(filename):194

G = nx.Graph()195

array = np.loadtxt(filename, dtype=int)196

G.add_edges_from(array)197

return G198199

Data can then be loaded into the Colab environment using the following code.200

201
# Source:202

# https://snap.stanford.edu/data/facebook_combined.txt.gz203

204

fb = read_graph(’complex-colab/data/facebook_combined.txt.gz’)205

n = len(fb)206

m = len(fb.edges())207

n, m208209

To generate a network mapping figure, the following functions are designed to translate the net-210

work mapping data to network mappings. The position nodes can be laid out using Fruchterman-211

Reingold force-directed algorithm. The algorithm simulates a force-directed representation of212

the network treating edges as springs holding nodes close, while treating nodes as repelling213

objects, sometimes called an anti-gravity force. Simulation continues until the positions are214

close to an equilibrium. It is worth noting some of the hard-coded values. The minimal distance215

between nodes (0.01) and “temperature” of 0.1 to ensure nodes do not explode. During the216

simulation, the value “k” helps determine the distance between nodes. We present a simple217

diagram of setting “k” to be 0.05 (for the function, please see spring_layout.218

219
plt.style.use(’fivethirtyeight’)220

plt.rcParams[’font.family’] = [’sans-serif’]221

plt.rcParams[’font.sans-serif’] = [’SimHei’]222

223

def set_node_community(G, communities):224

’’’Add community to node attributes’’’225
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for c, v_c in enumerate(communities):226

for v in v_c:227

# Add 1 to save 0 for external edges228

G.nodes[v][’community’] = c + 1229

230

def set_edge_community(G):231

’’’Find internal edges and add their community to their attributes232

↪→ ’’’233

for v, w, in G.edges:234

if G.nodes[v][’community’] == G.nodes[w][’community’]:235

# Internal edge, mark with community236

G.edges[v, w][’community’] = G.nodes[v][’community’]237

else:238

# External edge, mark as 0239

G.edges[v, w][’community’] = 0240

241

def get_color(i, r_off=1, g_off=1, b_off=1):242

’’’Assign a color to a vertex.’’’243

r0, g0, b0 = 0, 0, 0244

n = 16245

low, high = 0.1, 0.9246

span = high - low247

r = low + span * (((i + r_off) * 3) % n) / (n - 1)248

g = low + span * (((i + g_off) * 5) % n) / (n - 1)249

b = low + span * (((i + b_off) * 7) % n) / (n - 1)250

return (r, g, b)251

252

pos = nx.spring_layout(G_social, k=0.05)253

plt.rcParams.update({’figure.figsize’: (12, 8)})254

nx.draw_networkx( G_social, pos=pos, node_size=0, edge_color="#444444",255

↪→ alpha=0.3, with_labels=True)256257

After running the above code, the summary graph can be presented in Figure ??. The package258

of “NetworkX” we used to write the code and generate graph has “k” tuning parameter to259

specify the range of neighborhoods allowed for an individual node when creating the map. As260

“k” values increase, the graph becomes more and more dense, as shown in Figure ??.261

In addition to visualize mapping for each individual, another good visualization is to present262

community impact for each cluster. First, it is important to set up nodes and edges for communi-263

ties. Then a color is assigned for edges in that community. The following code is used to create264

the visualization in ??.265

266
# PLOT267

plt.rcParams.update(plt.rcParamsDefault)268

plt.rcParams.update({’figure.figsize’: (15, 10)})269

plt.style.use(’dark_background’)270

271

# Set node and edge communities272

set_node_community(G_social, communities)273

set_edge_community(G_social)274

275

# Set community color for internal edges276

external = [(v, w) for v, w in G_social.edges if G_social.edges[v, w][’277

↪→ community’] == 0]278

internal = [(v, w) for v, w in G_social.edges if G_social.edges[v, w][’279

↪→ community’] > 0]280
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Figure 3: Network Data Mapping. This figure is generated by Colab. It is a network summary
using the Facebook Network Data.

k = 0.01 k = 0.03 k = 0.1

Figure 4: Network Data Mapping with Different k.

internal_color = ["black" for e in internal]281

node_color = [get_color(G_social.nodes[v][’community’]) for v in282

↪→ G_social.nodes]283

# external edges284

nx.draw_networkx(285

G_social,286

pos=pos,287

node_size=0,288

edgelist=external,289

edge_color="silver",290

node_color=node_color,291

alpha=0.2,292

with_labels=False)293

# internal edges294

nx.draw_networkx(295

G_social, pos=pos,296

edgelist=internal,297

edge_color=internal_color,298

node_color=node_color,299
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Figure 5: Network Mapping Summary for Community.

alpha=0.05,300

with_labels=False)301302

It is mentioned previously that the value of “k” determines the neighborhoods allowed to visual-303

ize the mapping. The following function is defined to plot the sorted degrees of distributions for304

each “k” value, which resulting in a degree distribution plot in Figure ??. The larger the “K”305

values the higher the probability of occurrences, which is consistent with the nature of network306

data. This means that the closer the distance we allow for network mapping the higher the307

occurrences would be.308

309
from collections import defaultdict310

import numpy as np311

312

def plotDegreeDistribution(G):313

degs = defaultdict(int)314

for i in dict(G.degree()).values():315

degs[i]+=1316

items = sorted ( degs.items () )317

x, y = np.array(items).T318

y_sum = np.sum(y)319

y = [float(i)/y_sum for i in y]320

plt.figure(figsize=(12,6))321

plt.plot(x, y, ’b-o’)322

plt.xscale(’log’)323

plt.yscale(’log’)324

plt.legend([’Degree’])325

plt.xlabel(’$K$’, fontsize = 20)326

plt.ylabel(’$P(K)$’, fontsize = 20)327

plt.title(’$Degree\,Distribution$’, fontsize = 20)328
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Figure 6: Network Distribution.

plt.show()329

330

plotDegreeDistribution(G_social)331332
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